Small Angle X-ray Scattering of Iron Oxide Nanoparticle Monolayers Formed on a Liquid Surface
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ABSTRACT: In situ small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is used to show that iron oxide nanoparticles (NPs) of a range of sizes form hexagonally ordered monolayers (MLs) on a diethylene glycol liquid surface, after drop-casting the NPs in hexane and subsequent hexane evaporation. The formation of the ordered NP ML is followed in real time by SAXS when using a heptane solvent. During drying, the NPs remain in the hexane or heptane layer, and an ordered structure is not formed then. After drying, the NPs are farther apart than expected from only van der Waals attraction between the NP cores and Brownian motion considerations, which suggests the importance of ligand attraction in binding the NPs.

INTRODUCTION

Close packed, highly ordered two-dimensional (2D) nanoparticle (NP) layers have attracted interest in recent years because they have the properties of 2D films, including being flexible and having a large surface/volume ratio, while maintaining the zero-dimensional (0D) properties of the NPs. Ordered NP monolayers (MLs) can be formed directly on a solid surface or on a liquid surface and can be used either directly or transferred to a solid surface.1–5 For example, we have formed NP MLs on a liquid surface and transferred them on top of van der Waals MLs,5 using a lift-off technique.2,3 These studies point to the need to understand the NP ML formation process as an end in itself and also to help improve the transfer process and make it more versatile. Moreover, studying such NP ML films affords an opportunity to compare the formation of ordered 3D NP superlattices and 2D NP MLs. It has been seen that 2D binary or ternary superlattices form on a liquid surface much faster than the several hours needed to form 3D NP superlattices,2,3 which suggests that the self-assembly mechanisms for ordered 2D and 3D structures could be very different.

We used in situ small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) to study the formation of iron oxide NP MLs, formed from NPs initially dispersed in a hexane (boiling point 68 °C) or heptane (bp 98 °C) solvent that evaporates rapidly, into ordered 2D structures on the surface of the diethylene glycol (DEG) liquid. SAXS is a powerful tool that can analyze the symmetry and core–core distance of NPs in MLs.6 By using NPs with seven different core sizes in hexane, we were able to analyze the energetics and mechanism of 2D self-assembly of NPs and by using heptane as the solvent we were able to follow the formation of the ordered ML in real time.6

In our real-time SAXS investigation of the formation of 3D ordered arrays of iron oxide NPs (from drop-cast colloids in toluene/decane/dodecane mixture solvent),6 we showed that the larger the NP, the farther apart they are when the superlattice begins to form during solvent evaporation and the closer together they are after ordering and evaporation; this is largely due to the balance of thermal energy and the van der Waals attraction between the NP cores. The formation of ordered 2D arrays on a liquid surface could be different because the total binding energy between a NP and its nearest neighbors is smaller at the same separation. From 3D to 2D, the number of nearest neighbors decreases from 12 to 6 in hexagonal close packing, a factor of 2 (and there is partial screening by the DEG here after NP colloid solvent evaporation), while the Brownian motion energy decreases only by a factor of 1.5 (from (3/2)k_BT to k_BT); the role of entropy can also be different.2,7 Ligand–ligand interactions can be important and very different in 2D and 3D assemblies.8 Moreover, surface tension at the liquid solvent/lower liquid or lower liquid/air interfaces is expected to be important in these 2D systems.9–12

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS

Figure 1a shows the cell used to assemble the monolayers and perform grazing incidence SAXS. The Teflon cell has a 7 mm path length sealed with two 2 cm diameter kapton windows, using Teflon O-rings. Because the surface between the lower
liquid (called the subphase here) and air is concave, the X-ray beam needs to pass through the liquid over much of this path (Figure 1b). There are two ∼1 mm diameter holes on top of the cell for adding solvent and solution, and exposing the solution to the ambient environment. The cell is placed on a moving stage with precise steps as short as ∼10 μm. In the SAXS setup we used at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) X9A beamline the X-ray beam was set to be horizontal (tilting angle = 0°), so it would be parallel to the top of the liquid surfaces (away from the meniscus, Figure 1b). The total intensity of the scattered beam can be collected by a downstream monitor after the beam passes through the sample (Figure 1b). The X-ray wavelength is 0.8793 Å and the fwhm spot size is ∼100 μm.

Details about preparing the 8.6 to 15.0 nm diameter iron oxide NPs, ligand treatment, and the use of SAXS to determine NP sizes (Figure S1) are presented in the Supporting Information. During each experiment 20 μL of the NP colloid (∼0.3 mg/mL) was dropped on top of the ∼1.4 cm² surface of the DEG subphase at room temperature to achieve coverage of a large fraction of monolayer coverage of NPs for all NP sizes. DEG is denser than hexane, heptane, and decane (that are used to disperse and deliver the NPs) and is immiscible with them, has a very low vapor pressure, and does not disperse the oleate-capped NPs. There is sufficient transmission of the X-rays using DEG as the subphase (the X-ray attenuation length is 7 mm at the X-ray wavelength used). In earlier work, we deposited NPs in hexane on top of a dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) subphase and then transferred the resulting NP MLs, but we did not use DMSO here because its X-ray attenuation length at the X-ray wavelength used, 1.15 mm, is too short to get sufficient X-ray transmission.

The cell was aligned by scanning the cell height, as shown in Figure 1b, and monitoring X-ray attenuation in the DEG with the downstream monitor. This set the X-ray trajectory relative to the liquid surface and helped in determining the geometry of the liquid surface caused by the capillary effect (schematically shown in the Figure 1b insets). During SAXS signal collection, the X-ray beam was placed 100 μm (∼the spot diameter) above the lowest point in the liquid/air interface surface (Figure 1b, inset with the dashed line path), so measurements were in the grazing incidence regime (as corroborated by seeing linear patterns rather than elliptical patterns), without encountering the meniscus. The X-ray irradiation protocol is described in the Supporting Information.

All SAXS patterns taken after hexane evaporation indicate ordered ML structures with hexagonal symmetry. There is no evidence for the formation of two layers or of 3D crystallites of NPs (formed in the bulk liquid, as in ref 18). The pattern of the ML formed by 11.8 ± 0.8 nm NPs is shown in Figure 2. SAXS patterns looked the same each measurement cycle for each NP/hexane run (which meant that the ML was in the final ordered state each time). Aside from different scaling, the SAXS patterns were similar for different NP sizes. The SAXS pattern in Figure 2 indicates an ordered NP ML formed after hexane evaporation. NP core–core distances were extracted from these patterns by fitting the peak position for the (1 0), (1 1), (2 0), (2 1), and (3 0) diffraction orders. Figure 3 shows the final separations of the surfaces of the cores of nearest-neighbor NPs in MLs for different NP core diameters for each hexane run, which were determined by subtracting the diameter obtained (see the Supporting Information) from the separation of the centers of the NPs obtained from the SAXS pattern. (This includes all measurements made using hexane during the first visit to BNL, which included two runs for each particle size, and
Measurements were made every minute for 10 s, starting at 2 min after drop-casting. No pattern was seen at 2 min, which means that the NPs were initially dispersed in the heptane layer (and there were no 2D MLs at the heptane/DEG or heptane/air interfaces). Then only the (1 0) feature was seen from 3 to 6 min, as the particles became closer. At 7 min, the (1 0) feature became sharp and other orders appeared, indicating an ordered structure, as the separation decreased from ~4.2 nm to ~3.8 nm. This final point (after the heptane had fully evaporated) is also plotted in Figure 3. (Better time resolution is possible. Sequential measurements shorter than 10 s were possible here, but were not needed due to the observed evaporation rate of heptane. With hexane, the limiting factor for real-time measurements was the setup time and not the time resolution of the SAXS measurements.) No pattern was seen with decane (bp 174 °C) as the NP solvent, because it did not totally evaporate during the irradiation cycle, and 2D NP films did not form at either interface.

The separation of nearest-neighbor NPs after drying changes from ~3.1 nm for 8.6 nm NPs to ~3.5 nm for 15 nm NPs, as seen in the linear fit in Figure 3. This suggests perhaps a weak increase NP size (within the scatter of the data). The separation of the 13.2 nm NPs after heptane evaporation is consistent with that for runs with the same NPs in hexane. All of these final core–core separations were much larger (by ~2 nm) than that observed in dried 3D lattices of the same particles, which decreased from ~1.5 nm to ~1.0 nm for particle sizes from 10 to 15 nm.

**DISCUSSION**

The assembly process is modeled by first evaluating the energies and locations of individual NPs during the drying of the alkane solvent and then the energies of individual NPs and of the NP assembly at the DEG/air interface after drying.

A simple model of the interfacial energy of individual noninteracting spherical NPs at fluid/fluid interfaces is used to track them during drying, when they might be energetically favored to be at the alkane/air interface, in the alkane layer, and/or at the DEG/alkane interface, and then to analyze the NP ML after drying, when they are at the DEG/air interface. In equilibrium, the NP energy at the interface of fluids 1 and 2 are estimated by using Pieranski’s model.26

Figure 3. Separation of the core surfaces of nearest-neighbor iron oxide NPs, as measured by in situ SAXS after hexane and heptane drying, vs NP diameter. A linear fit to these points is shown, along with model predictions showing the separation when the core–core van der Waals attraction energies (in vacuum and hexane) equals the thermal energy and the energy at the final separation, assuming these two energies and ligand repulsion, which is bounded by the final energy plots assuming two different limits, with no screening by DEG, so \( A_{0,0} = A_{0,0} \) (labeled as \( A_{0,0} \)), and with complete screening by DEG, so \( A_{0,0} = 8.0 \text{ J} \) (labeled as \( A_{0,0} \)). The error bars represent the least-squares error of the several measurement cycles during a given run.

Figure 4. SAXS images and the separations of the core surfaces of nearest-neighbor iron oxide NPs during the formation of a hexagonally ordered array, along with representative SAXS images, after drop-casting 13.2 nm NPs in heptane. The formation of quasi-ordered MLs begins at ~180 s, followed by fully ordered ML starting at ~420 s.
The interfacial surface tensions are characterized by using experimental measurement, the OA/DEG and OA/alkane or larger (single C double bond in OA should have little effect) relative to the energy of the NPs in the bulk of the fluid with the lower surface tension (fluid 1 here), where R is the particle radius, \( \gamma_{ai} \) is the surface tension for interface a and b, with 1 and 2 standing for the two fluids and p for the particles. If \( (\gamma_{p/2} - \gamma_{p/1}) \geq 1 \) at the interface, binding is not expected in this model.

The surface properties of NPs are assumed to be dominated by the surface ligands, here the oleate (and there is no exposed core surface). The surface tension for a liquid in air is used: \( \gamma_{hex} = 18.4 \) mN/m for hexane (and 20.14 mN/m for heptane),\(^{27,28} \) \( \gamma_{DEG} = 44.77 \) mN/m for DEG,\(^{28} \) and \( \gamma_{OA} = 32.79 \) mN/m for oleic acid\(^{39} \) (OA) (for the NP surface tension), and \( \gamma_{DEG/hexane} = 9.9 \) mN/m for the DEG/hexane interface (and 10.6 mN/m for DEG/heptane).\(^{30,31} \) Absent experimental measurement, the OA/DEG and OA/alkane interfacial surface tensions are characterized by using\(^{32,33} \)

\[
\gamma_{1/2} = \gamma_1 + \gamma_2 - 2\Phi_{1/2}\sqrt{\gamma_1\gamma_2} \tag{2}
\]

where \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \) are the surface tensions of the liquid with air and \( \Phi_{1/2} \) is a dimensionless quantity that usually ranges from 0.5 to 1.15.\(^{33} \) \( \Phi \) is larger for similar solvents, with smaller interfacial tension.

Figure 5b is a minimum energy “phase” diagram showing the medium in which the NPs are expected to have the lowest energy in equilibrium, with \( \Phi_{OA/DEG} \) and \( \Phi_{OA/hexane} \) as parameters. \( \gamma_{OA/DEG} \) is estimated to be the same as that for the octadecane/DEG interface, 12.8 mN/m,\(^{30} \) because the single C–C double bond in OA should have little effect on surface tension (as is true for two molecules for which data are available that also differ in that one has a single carbon–carbon bond replaced by a double bond: \( CH_2 \) (15.45 mN/m) and \( CH_3 \) (15.49 mN/m)\(^{28} \), and so \( \Phi_{OA/DEG} \) should be \( \sim 0.84 \). Then the NPs would be in the bulk hexane as it evaporates for \( \Phi_{OA/hexane} > 0.99 \) (0.99 also for OA/heptane). Because OA and hexane are miscible, the surface tension should be negative or close to zero,\(^{34} \) so eq 2 shows that \( \Phi_{OA/hexane} \) should be \( \sim 1.04 \) or larger (\( \sim 1.03 \) or larger for OA/heptane). For \( \Phi_{OA/DEG} = 0.84 \) and \( \Phi_{OA/hexane} = 1.04 \), the NPs have lowest energy in the bulk, evaporating hexane layer, though this point (closed circle in Figure 5b) is near the boundary with the hexane/DEG interface (and do not disperse in the DEG). Because the entropy is higher in the bulk liquid; the same conclusions are also valid with the heptane solvent. The energy of the individual NPs of this size. This is confirmed in the time-resolved study with the heptane solvent, which showed that the ordered 2D NP layer does not initially form at either interface, but gradually forms near the heptane/DEG interface, which becomes the DEG/air interface after heptane evaporation. The supporting optical microscopy experiments suggest that solvent evaporation and the deposition of the NPs at the DEG/air interface do not occur simultaneously across the surface; as the alkane in the central region of the NP colloid drop evaporates and the central region becomes smaller, the NPs at the edge of the remaining hexane droplet are left at the DEG/air interface and the continuous NP ML region grows.

After hexane evaporation, the NPs are at the DEG/air surface (and do not disperse in the DEG). Using Pieranski’s model, the center of an NP with radius R is \( Z = 0.45R \) below this interface. Therefore, during the final stages of drying, which occurs locally at the edge of the evaporating hexane droplet, the NPs move from the alkane layer partially into the DEG, pushed by surface tension from the upper surface of the hexane layer. These vertical forces are accompanied by a deformation of the liquid surface that creates lateral attraction forces, which are \( \sim 3 \) orders of magnitude larger than the vertical forces; this is also true for the free energy because the entropy is higher in the bulk liquid; the same conclusions are also valid with the heptane solvent. The energy of the individual NPs of this size. This is confirmed in the time-resolved study with the heptane solvent, which showed that the ordered 2D NP layer does not initially form at either interface, but gradually forms near the heptane/DEG interface, which becomes the DEG/air interface after heptane evaporation. The supporting optical microscopy experiments suggest that solvent evaporation and the deposition of the NPs at the DEG/air interface do not occur simultaneously across the surface; as the alkane in the central region of the NP colloid drop evaporates and the central region becomes smaller, the NPs at the edge of the remaining hexane droplet are left at the DEG/air interface and the continuous NP ML region grows.
of magnitude larger than $k_B T_{room}$ for 10 nm diameter NPs.\textsuperscript{11,35,36} Such motion has been confirmed by computer simulations that show that such forces can produce ordered 2D NP MLs.\textsuperscript{11} The NPs are seen to be bound to the DEG/air interface by $\sim 260 k_B T_{room}$, relative to the bulk DEG for 10 nm NPs; for smaller coverages, this strong binding promotes 2D rather than 3D NP assembly.  

The NP separation after solvent evaporation is determined by modifying the model of the energy of 3D NP arrays\textsuperscript{3,37} to 2D; the Brownian motion energy is smaller by a factor of 1.5 and other interaction energies (vdW attraction and ligand repulsion at smaller separations) are smaller by a factor of 2, because the nearest-neighbor number decreases from 12 to 6. In this 2D model, the energy is relative to the interfacial energy of individual NPs. The vdW energy for each pair of nearest-neighbor interactions, is

$$E_{vdw} = -\frac{A}{6} \left[ \frac{2R^2}{h^2 + 4Rh} + \frac{2R^2}{h^2 + 4Rh + 4R^2} \right] + \ln \left( \frac{h^2 + 4Rh}{h^2 + 4Rh + 4R^2} \right)$$

where $A$ is the Hamaker constant, $R$ is the NP radius, and $h$ is the separation of the core surfaces. This separation is plotted in Figure 3 when the total energy due to van der Waals core–core attraction and Brownian motion is zero for NPs in vacuum ($A_{103} = 43 \text{ zJ}$) (isolated NP ML cores) and in hexane ($A_{133} = 22 \text{ zJ}$) (potential screening by hexane during drying), without ligand–ligand interactions.\textsuperscript{38} In 2D, the NPs need to be closer than in 3D for the vdW attraction to balance Brownian motion. The separation is also shown for minimum energy, when the NPs are closer and only for cases with negative energy; this includes thermal energy, core–core van der Waals attraction (which is partially screened by DEG and ligands in the final state), osmotic pressure, and ligand repulsion, as in ref 37. The Hamaker constant for the NP core at the DEG/air interface is estimated using the model from ref 39, with $A_{int} = A_{101} + f^2(3 - 2f)(A_{131} - A_{101})$, where $f = (Z + R)/2R = 0.725$ is the linear fractional immersion and $A_{101}, A_{131},$ and $A_{101}$ are the Hamaker constants of the interface, liquid (DEG here) and air, respectively. Because $A_{131}$ is not known, this final energy is plotted in Figure 3 assuming two extreme limits $A_{131} = A_{101}$ (no screening by DEG, so $A_{int} = A_{101}$) and $A_{131} = 0 \text{ zJ}$ (complete screening by DEG, so $A_{int} = 8.0 \text{ zJ}$).  

The model final state separation decreases very weakly with increasing NP size in contrast to the observed very weak increase. Likely more significant than these weak variations with NP size is the conclusion that these model final state separations are at least 1 nm smaller than those measured. Moreover, the thermal energies of the NPs exceed the core–core van der Waals attraction energy at the measured separations, so the array can be bound only if there are other attractive forces, which must be due to attraction between the ligands on neighboring NPs. The NP separations are a little smaller than twice the fully extended length of the oleate ligands of $\sim 2.2 \text{ nm}$, so even with ligand attraction there appears to be little ligand interdigitation or compression. (After hexane evaporation, NP-NP binding due to surface tension at equilibrium is negligible, because the effect of gravity on the NPs is too small to create significant curvature of the liquid DEG surface.\textsuperscript{35,36}) Density functional theory shows that the interaction energy between C–C dimers in adjacent ligands is $\sim 0.8 \text{ kcal/mol}$, which is $\sim 1.4 k_B T_{room}$.\textsuperscript{40} The oleate ligands would be expected to be retracted because of their high surface tension in interfaces with DEG and air. An estimate of the number of interactions provides a very rough estimate of the net ligand–ligand attraction per NP on the order of a hundred $k_B T_{room}$, so the energy that binds the NPs to each other (which needs to be at least several $k_B T_{room}$ per NP to have the observed ML stability) may be weaker than the energy that binds them to the DEG/air interface.  

Assembly might also be influenced by the entropic contribution to the free energy. The ordered state of noninteracting hard disks has higher entropy than the disordered state above $\sim 79.8\%$ of the close-packed concentration,\textsuperscript{41} so the observed ordered states of NPs, likely bound mostly by ligand–ligand attraction, have lower free energy due to entropy than would disordered states. However, entropy does not favor the assembly of hard disks; the entropy (of the highest entropy state) decreases as the disks get closer. Close-packed assemblies are always seen here by TEM, for NP coverages of $\sim 5\%$–$50\%$ of the closed pack concentration averaged over the entire surface, which also suggests that the total NP-NP attraction energy and not entropy is the dominant term in the free energy. In any case, entropy appears to make a small contribution, $k_B$ entropy per NP ($< k_B T_{room}$ free energy per NP).\textsuperscript{41}  

## CONCLUSIONS

In situ small-angle X-ray scattering was used to probe the formation of iron oxide NP MLs after drop-casting colloids of NPs in alkanes on a DEG subphase. Hexagonally ordered arrays formed when using NPs dispersed in hexane, which were probed after solvent evaporation for a range of NP sizes, and in heptane, which were probed during solvent evaporation. During drying, SAXS shows that NPs were in the hexane or heptane layer, and not at the alkane interfaces with air or DEG, and this was confirmed by modeling the surface energy of the NPs. The ordered monolayer formed at the final stages of drying or perhaps later. Real-time optical microscopy suggests the formation of a monolayer, and one that is formed at the outer edges of the colloid drop where it meets the DEG/air/ NP ML interface. After drying, the NPs in these 2D arrays on DEG were $\sim 2 \text{ nm}$ farther apart than that measured in fully dried 3D arrays. The NPs in the ML were roughly $\sim 1 \text{ nm}$ farther apart than expected from a model that included only van der Waals attraction and Brownian motion considerations (which successfully modeled the separations in 3D arrays in previous studies), which suggests the importance of ligand–ligand stabilization in binding the NPs to each other in these 2D arrays assembled on a liquid; ligand–ligand attraction likely also stabilizes NP ordering. These findings can help guide the rational design and subsequent use of ordered NP monolayers, including designing the NP separation and perhaps symmetry.  
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